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Since April 2022, Claire Trachet has been an instrumental
voice in the startup, tech and finance sectors. Claire Trachet,
as the CEO and founder of leading business advisory Trachet,
has been invited by some of the UK’s leading publications to
discuss the events impacting businesses and entrepreneurs in
these sectors. Most recently, Claire has joined CNBC and the
BBC as a leading expert in the technology field to discuss the
impact of the AI race on M&As and the impact of the Silicon
Valley Bank collapse on startups and the tech sector.
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19 January 2023 TRACHET

Fortune featured landmark data commissioned by Trachet that revealed
over one third of leaders do key tasks alone with no support - inevitably

leading to burnout.
 



23 January 2023 TRACHET

Businesses across the globe are facing severe macroeconomic conditions –
but who’s feeling the impact the most? The employees of big tech. Claire

Trachet provided an in-depth analysis on the state of the tech arena in her
conversation with The Scotsman.



15 February 2023 TRACHET

Claire Trachet was invited onto CNBC to discuss ChatGPT and the future
of AI with Joumanna Bercetche. She also shared her insight as an M&A

expert on the future of dealmaking in 2023.
 

Claire Trachet, CEO of Trachet, joins CNBC to discuss ChatGPT, its
role in M&A and the future of AI.

Claire discussed what Chat GPT can provide for businesses and
the impact that AI can have on startups, as well as bigger
conglomerate businesses.

The interview also included Claire's insight as an M&A expert on
the future of dealmaking in 2023, with the AI race set to spark a
flurry of activity in H2 of this year.



21 February 2023 TRACHET

With an increasing number of senior women leaving roles in finance,
Claire Trachet talked to FT Adviser about her own career and what is
needed to help Britain's entrepreneurial women become business

success stories.



22 February 2023 TRACHET

As the European tech scene continues to get stronger, Claire Trachet
explained to Sifted that the UK is at a crossroads where decisive actions are

needed to keep strengthening the tech sector over the coming decades.

Is London losing its European
tech lead?
Founders and startup advisers say that the UK is
'freeriding' on its past successes, and risks losing its
European lead as public commitment to tech dwindles

So what would make UK founders feel like the government has their back? 
Several UK founders tell Sifted they’d like to see an equivalent to La
French Tech established in the UK. La French Tech is the government’s
startup agency, with its own separate budget, and works with founders,
investors, and — crucially — foreign companies looking to come to
France. A lot of its work can be classed as simply marketing French tech
well. 
Founders say a UK version of this body could be tasked with two things:
setting up multi-partied discussions with founders, investors, scientists
and universities; and getting closer to Europe to work out how the UK can
partner with the bloc again on innovation — particularly in science and
deeptech. 
But crucially, they want it to be separate from government departments,
so that it can make progress beyond election cycles. 
“As it stands, the UK doesn’t have any measures that will slow the decay
of innovation,” startup adviser Claire Trachet says.
“We’re now at a crossroads where the government needs to quickly invest
time, money and education in an entity that asks: what will the UK tech
sector look like in the next 10 years?”

https://sifted.eu/articles/london-paris-european-tech-leader/
https://sifted.eu/articles/london-paris-european-tech-leader/
https://sifted.eu/articles/london-paris-european-tech-leader/


Claire Trachet - "tech industry expert" did an BBCNewsDay on-air
interview with Oreoluwa Oyebisi - presenter for the BBC World Service
broadcast.  Her leading commentary was focused on the present tech
banking crisis - Silicon Valley Bank. 

Claire highlights the importance of sustained investment and
attention to maintain Britain's status as a leading tech Innovation and
growth country. The sector is heavily reliant on the UK's financial
institutions - which acted swiftly to avert the crisis over the weekend.

14 March 2023 TRACHET

BBC NewsDay invited Claire Trachet to discuss the impact of the Silicon Valley
Bank collapse on the UK's tech sector.

BBCNewsDay

Silicon Valley Bank collapse: Is this the beginning
of a slow-rolling crisis?

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=siliconvalleybank&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7043857558998036482


23 March 2023 TRACHET

In an interview with The Telegraph, Claire Trachet shared her perspective on
TikTok's use of a bug bounty programme. 

It’s the fastest-growing social media network in the UK, but
significant concerns over security and influence mean its future is
at risk



23 March 2023 TRACHET

Claire Trachet spoke to Maliha Shoaib at Vogue Business about the
importance of having reliable business acumen and solid revenue streams

during the current economic climate.

In the space of nine days this month, Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) collapsed, Signature
Bank failed and Credit Suisse was bought by rival UBS. Experts are calling it the
worst banking crisis since the 2008 crash, and alarm bells are sounding for fashion
tech startups and investors who are operating in an increasingly unstable venture
ecosystem.

Investors will place even greater emphasis on reliable business acumen and solid
revenue streams. “Investors are looking for [strong] management right now — that
you have a plan A, a plan B and a plan C because things are moving so fast,” says
Claire Trachet, entrepreneur, corporate finance advisor and founder of boutique
advisory Trachet.

With a lack of access to funding, financial advisors are encouraging startups to
become more resourceful about driving revenue. “The best type of money you can
get into your business is your clients’ money,” says Trachet. She expects to see
partnerships and mergers and acquisitions increase, too.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAO1R-cBaIheSSkOZMWYJEuu0lwgx5ejaws
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAACmzASEBA9c3O-NwegAESSDm0WJtReF-7lo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/voguebusiness/


Elon Musk, Twitter CEO and OpenAI co-founder, recently called for a six-
month break on the development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems more
powerful than GPT-4, claiming it poses a substantial risk to society.

The rapid development in AI tech has left regulators racing to stay on top of
things. At the end of March, the UK government published a regulatory
framework hoping to govern the upward trajectory of AI safely.

Despite the rush to ensure legislation is put in place surrounding emerging
AI technology, experts have been speaking out in support of Musk’s warnings
– claiming they shouldn’t be ignored.

“The UK’s pro-innovation framework on AI regulation is a positive step
towards global leadership in AI development and collaboration with
international investors,” Claire Trachet CEO and founder of business advisory,
Trachet, told Verdict.

“However, the recent concerns raised by Elon Musk and other industry
experts on the potential risks of AI systems that can outperform GPT-4 must
also be taken into account,” she added.

04 April 2023 TRACHET

Claire Trachet spoke to Verdict about the UK's regulatory framework that
aims to promote AI innovation.

https://www.verdict.co.uk/elon-musk-continues-to-cause-blue-tick-confusion-on-twitter/
https://www.globaldata.com/companies/listing/search/?q[]=OpenAI%20LLC&scalar=true&searchKeyName=companyname&pid=301413&sid=1
https://www.verdict.co.uk/italy-temporarily-bans-chatgpt/


2022



Information and agility are key for risk professionals, who need to look
beyond current threats to predict the next major challenge

It may be comforting for business leaders to look on Covid and the invasion of
Ukraine as once-in-a-generation events that could be neither anticipated nor
planned for.

Yet some would argue that far from being black swans, both the pandemic and
the Russian invasion should have been high on the radar, even if their precise
impacts on business were less certain.

While associating risk with worry runs the risk of obscuring the many
opportunities that are born out of challenging conditions, business
troubleshooter Claire Trachet dislikes the ‘worry’ word altogether.
 
“I doubt a chief worry officer would be extremely helpful to a company because
while it’s easy to find problems, what is often needed is the ability to take
calculated risks – the definition of enterprise – and have a plan for when a
crisis looms.”

She believes that the best risk management “is done as a team”. And she warns:
“By always crying wolf, a chief worry officer would most likely end up not being
listened to at all.”

20 April 2022 TRACHET

Claire Trachet was invited to speak to The Times’ Raconteur about how
businesses can assess and plan for risks and unexpected business threats.

 



05 June 2022 TRACHET

Trachet's research into the factors that hinder founders from scaling was
featured in The Scotsman alongside commentary from Claire Trachet. 



26 June 2022 TRACHET

Claire Trachet spoke to The Times about the barriers women in tech face,
particularly when it comes to seeking finance. 

 



06 July 2022 TRACHET

Startups Magazine wrote a dedicated piece on Claire Trachet and shared
Trachet's research on female founders.



08 July 2022 TRACHET

Claire Trachet was invited to speak to The Telegraph about how female
entrepreneurs can seek finance for their business. 

 



10 October 2022 TRACHET

The Scotsman dedicated an article to Claire Trachet, who spoke about her
experience in the Mergers and Acquisitions sector, having facilitated $500m

worth of deals in the past three years.



18 October 2022 TRACHET

CNBC invited Claire Trachet to speak about the mini-budget announcement
and the uncertainty in the M&A sector. 



20 October 2022 TRACHET

In light of Liz Truss' resignation, Claire Trachet spoke to Verdict about the
renewed sense of optimism amongst the tech community. 

Well that was fast. Liz Truss has officially become the shortest serving prime
minister in the history of the UK. She called it quits after just 44 days in power, 10
of which were spent in a period of national mourning for Queen Elizabeth II. As
such, she has beaten George Canning who only held the position for 119 days
before he died in 1827. The record is one of the few accomplishments Truss can
claim from her brief period in office.

The UK’s tech community’s reaction to the resignation of Truss has been a mixed
bag so far. Some hope it will mean a new beginning and much-needed financial
stability, others are more sceptical, fearing the uncertainty of what comes next. 
“Liz Truss stepping down signals an end of a catastrophic few weeks with the
economy being beaten down by the now former PM’s ‘growth plan,'” William
Marsters, senior UK sales trader at trading platform Saxo, tells Verdict. “Though
many will be glad to see the back of Trussenomics, the announcement of a Tory
leadership contest next week leads to more uncertainty on who could be next in
Number 10.”

While there is a slight sense of optimism among the tech community following
Truss tendering her resignation, business advisory Trachet CEO Claire Trachet
cautions that the British tech sector "remains in very uncertain waters."

“The pound will stabilise following the sharp drop caused by Trussonomics,
although this isn’t likely to happen soon, meaning UK tech companies will continue
to be prime targets for investors until then," Trachet tells Verdict. “We won’t see a
new normal in terms of investment behaviour until at least June of next year when
people will regain confidence."

Many industry watchers and stakeholders hope that Truss quitting will herald some
much needed stability.

https://www.verdict.co.uk/the-uk-has-lost-more-than-a-monarch-with-the-passing-of-queen-elizabeth-ii/


16 November 2022 TRACHET

Claire Trachet spoke to The Times' Raconteur about the ways businesses can
support and retain staff during the cost-of-living crisis. 

 


